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money talks in buying
lighter, milder leaf!
“And Luckies pay more to get that lighter leaf!” says

James R. Callis, warehouseman of Willow Springs, N. C.
“TT’S like this: year in and year out, I see Luckies pay higher prices

to get the finer, milder tobaccos. So I choose Luckies for my
Own enjoyment, same as most other independent warehousemen,
buyers and auctioneers!”’

In buying tobacco, you get what you pay for. Luckies pay the
price to get the lighter, the naturally milder leaf. So smoke the
smoke tobacco experts smoke. Next time, ask for Lucky Strike!
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Dive And Be Damned
@ By JosepH WoHLSCHLAEGER

The editor of The Exponent has painted a
vivid picture of English fighting in the pres-

ent war. A young R. A. F. officer gives his
life to hinder the German drive through
Belgium in this story of dive-bombing and
dog-fighting.

HEY met. There wasn’t any moon, no birds
twittered in the trees, peace didn’t reign everywhere; in fact, the meeting occurred in the fateful
month of August, 1939. It was quite by accident that
Gerald met Freda.
Gerald was the son of a titled Englishman. He was

possessed of the usual abandonment that characterized
his class at that time. Along with many of his friends
he took up flying as something to do when not riding
to the hounds or night-clubbing in the Mayfair district
of London. On the serious side, Gerald was a reserve

flight officer in the Bomber Command of the R. A. F.
During one bank holiday, he decided to take a flying
trip to the Continent. On this particular day in August,
he was flying down the beautiful valley of the Meuse
River in Belgium. The imposing, tree-covered Ardennes
Mountains stretched away to his right. To his left
could be seen almost the whole of Flanders with its
many drainage canals that gave the land the appear-

ance of a patch-work quilt. It was a beautiful day for
flying.
Freda was a young, rather plump (more pleasing
than buxom) peasant girl. She lived with her parents

and older brother in the farming village of Engis, about
midway between the cities of Liege and Huy on the
Muese River. Daily, after her father and brother had

gone to work in the fields, she helped her mother

on a white charger or at least a white car now that
horses were slightly out of date. It was a beautiful day
for dreaming.

The motor began to sputter. Well, thought Gerald,
that was nothing new. But, when oil began to splash
against the windshield, he knew that this meant a
forced landing; something that was new to him. Look
where he may, he couldn’t find a level stretch of
ground. At first he thought of putting the plane down
into the Meuse River and then, as he glided over Engis
with a “dead” motor, the idea suddenly occurred to
him to land on the main street of the town. Not many

people were abroad on the street at the time, so he
banked and headed in for a perfect landing. He gave

a sigh of relief when his wheels touched the ground.

It was now just a matter of moments until he would
roll to a stop. Gerald was already preparing the speech

he would give in reply to the words of welcome from
the Burgomeister. His day dreaming was ended with a
shock as he felt his right wing tip strike a house that
projected farther out into the street than the rest, and

that had escaped his notice. Gerald felt the tail of his
plane swing around and sawa wall loom up in front
of him. There wasa terrific crash.
Well, that’s how they met. He, a young flier on
vacation, and she, the occupant of the house his plane
had nearly wrecked. Needless to say, it was love at first
sight, with all the trimmings. After a short recuperation from a thorough shaking up, during which time
Freda hardly left his bedside, they went through the
pleasing process of falling deeply in love. They took

long bicycle trips into the country during the day and

around the house, singing as she dusted and cleaned,

spent their evenings before an open fire-place in the
parlor of her home. Two weeks of this was enough to

and, like most girls of her age and class, dreaming of

convince Gerald that Freda was the one for him. So

a lover who, she was sure, would someday come to her

they became engaged to be married on September ist.
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‘This date was only two days off, so hurried preparations
had to be made and Gerald’s parents had to be notified
to come immediately.

spent ten and twelve hours in the air each day from
then on, until they were shot down or sent back to

The night before the wedding, Gerald was lying

successors to the great British aces, Ball, Bishop and

awake in bed when the “concierge” of the small hotel
where he was staying, knocked on his door.
“What is it?” called out Gerald, as he threw back
the covers and bounded out of bed.

England mental and physical wrecks. Before the dawn’s
first light had appeared over blazing Belgium, these
McCudden, were winging their way towards the holocaust in the East. And arising from their airdromes
along the Rhine were other young men in yellow-nosed
and red-nosed Messerschmitts. Twenty-five years before
Voss, Immelmann, Udet and Von Richtofen, the
Bloody Baron, himself, had carried the same color

“Telegram for you, Monsieur,” answered the “concierge’”’.
*

*

*x

*

Those were delightful, happy days, thought Gerald.

Two weeks of paradise and then—the War. Seated in

the “ready room” of the 23rd Bombardment Squad-

ron, stationed at the same field outside Douai, France,

that Von Richtofen’s Flying Circus had used in the

last war, Gerald allowed the events of the last nine

months to pass through his mind as a great pageant

on an endless stage. As vividly as if it had occurred

only yesterday, he visualized the crash, the two weeks
at Engis, the telegram ordering him to join his squadron immediately, the waking of the local priest and the
wedding at midnight, and the farewell to his bride-ofan-hour in a crowded railroad station.

Gerald’s thoughts traveled onward. He remembered
the calmness reigning in London the day England de-

clared war, the short “hop” over the Channel piloting
a Blenheim bomber to its base near Douai and he
smiled to himself as he thought of the last eight
months of war. Two or three times a week, as night
fell, Gerald and his squadron mates would taxi the

heavily bomb-laden Blenheims lazily across the field
and into the air. The flight to Wilhelmshaven or Kiel,

through the German “ack-ack” fire, dumping their load
of bombs and returning to their base with the dawn,

became a matter of routine as winter passed and spring
arrived. This was a “swell” war as far as Gerald was
concerned. Except for the fact that he was separated
from his wife, his life didn’t seem any different than
if he worked in an office. The regular flights to Northern Germany could be compared to commuting from
the suburbs to the office, if one stretched the point a

little. But Gerald knew nothing about the one hundred

and ten divisions Germany had massed along the Bel-

gium border. Neither did he know that a little man

sezted in his chancellery on the Wilhelmstrasse in Berlin had decided that tomorrow, the tenth of May,

would be the start of the great blitzkrieg in the West.

May 1oth dawned and the blitz machine crashed
into Belgium and Holland, sweeping all before it. The
pilots and crews of the 23rd Bombardment Squadron
Page four

decorations into “the war above the clouds.” High
over Namur, Belgium, where many important bridges
cross the Meuse River, the two groups of young men
men to shoot each other down in flames to their
deaths. Gerald’s bomber, and sixty other Blenheim
bombers comprising the Second Wing of the Bomber
Command, were flying in a tight wave formation at

eighteen thousand feet, with an escort of forty Hurricane fighters stepped up to twenty-five thousand feet
above them. Swooping down out of the sun at their
backs dived a swarm of over two hundred Me 1009's
and 110’s under Major Helmuth Wick, before whose
guns fifty-six planes had fallen before he reached the
age of twenty-four. The red-nosed planes jumped the
bombers while the yellow-noses stayed up top to engage the Hurricanes. The fight was on.

Things were getting hot, thought Gerald. Through
ultra short wave radio each bomber was ordered by the
Wing Commander to tighten up the formation so that

the tail-gunners could cover each other’s blind-spots.
Periodically, a squadron of ’schmitts would detach
itself from the main formation and swoop down on the

bombers, spitting eight streams of death from their
guns as they came. Their purpose was to break up the
bomber formation and then join with their other comrades from above in slaughtering them one by one.
But, due to the concentrated and accurate fire of the

rear and forward gunners, the plan failed the first and
again a second time. The mighty air battle raged back

and forth over Namur, with the British trying to reach
their bombing objectives, the bridges, and the Germans trying to send them down in flames. In one last
determined effort, Gerald and his squadron mates
pushed forward on their control wheels and went into
screaming power dives directly at the bridges. Major
Wick and his men were on them in a minute with
well over a hundred Me 109’s. This time the bomber
formation was broken up and it was now every man

for himself. Two or three Me’s jumped each bomber
and attacked from all sides. Gerald, in trying to give
his rear gunner a better shot, exposed himself to attack
from above and, as a result, had the instrument panel

shot out from in front of his eyes. Planes of both sides
Continued on Page 16

A Debater’s Swan Song
@ By Crarke V. Kirsy
The writer, a veteran U. D. debater, tells
about the highlights of his eventful three-

year career. Read this article and you will
want to join the ranks of the Upsilon Delta
Sigma, university debate society.
| sparers those glib sophisticates with the
fog-horn voices and the flair for polysyllabic
words, are a strange lot but I’m proud to be classed as
one of them. In fact, were I a freshman again embark-

women’s clubs, literary societies, college speech classes,
high school students and farmers. Some of these
debates were held in huge auditoriums with 1,300 or
more people in attendance; others were held in dingy

town halls located far off in the hinterlands with
overall-clad farmers ready to challenge our every word.

ing upon my college career, the first person I would

For a total of six weeks we covered the circuits to

contact after enrolling in the university would be
genial Doctor William O. Wehrle, the affable modera-

meet new faces, new arguments and new schools each

tor of the Upsilon Delta Sigma debating society.

available. It might be a stream-lined limited, a slow

With school rapidly drawing to a close, 23 debaters
together with faculty guests recently gathered for the
annual society banquet, a traditional event which is as

day. Our mode of transportation was always the best
moving “local,” a crowded Greyhound, an Oldsmobile
station wagon or a ““I”’ model Ford—all depending on
the time element and the location of the particular
college.

important to a Dayton debater as a Jackson Day dinner

to a Democrat. Seated at the candle-lit banquet table
were five seniors who rose individually to give farewell
speeches. Words usually come easy to debaters but
that night these five seniors were not so articulate.
They realized that their forensic careers were over and

that soon they would miss the guiding hand of “Doc”
Wehrle and the friendly argumentation with loquacious colleagues.

We stayed in luxurious hotels, fraternity houses,
dormitories, private homes, tourist rooms and _picturesque mountain inns. We ate seven course dinners
(at the expense of our opponents!) and we gulped
down sandwiches as we dashed madly to catch departing trains. Sometimes we arose, bleary-eyed and tousled,
at 5 a. m. to make train connections to the next town.

Other times we slept late while our entertaining hosts
hurried to early morning classes.

Perhaps this may sound like sentimentality. If so,

the proper meaning is not conveyed. Debaters may
become emotional, but never sentimental. Sentiment

On occasions we shivered in the wintry blasts and
trudged through snow and ice in New York. Then,

entails sympathy and there is no pity or affection in the
make-up of a debater who would verbally lash his best

again, there were times when we lolled on the beach

friend rather than yield a point in rebuttal.

Gulf of Mexico.

at St. Petersburg, played golf or went sailing in the

I say these five seniors regretted the occasion because

We saw all the sights including Niagara Falls, the

I speak as one of them. That night I looked back over
three memorable years in my life—years in which my
colleague, Max Wool, and I traveled 7,000 miles from
New York to Florida spreading the debate gospel.

Statue of Liberty, Constitutional Hall and all the
other eastern scenes which appeal to midwestern
tourists. As the guests of John Kieran, the famed Information Please quiz wizard, we sat in front row seats

During these years which included two eastern tours
and one southern jaunt we met 40 universities and

at Madison Square Gardens to watch the world’s
champion hockey team. As the guests of two Dayton
sports editors, Bob Husted and Jake Frong, we watched
the Cincinnati Reds, the New York Yankees and the

colleges of all sizes from New York University and
University of Pennsylvania to little Houghton College
and Sewanee. Naturally, we encountered many diverse

St. Louis Cardinals go through spring training paces in
Tampa and St. Petersburg.

experiences.
We debated before all types of audiences. Some

We strolled about the streets of New York’s lower
East Side, leisurely stopping to chat with derelicts and

were composed of dignified intellectuals, others of

the ragged urchins who live, if you can call it living,
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in the deplorable tenement districts. We visited the
musty-smelling shops in Chinatown with my brother
and sister-in-law and learned to eat rice with chopsticks. We searched for and found old, out of the

way restaurants in Greenwich Village, places which
reeked of all the “atmosphere” of big city novels.

One of the most embarrassing moments occurred
to me three years ago when I rose to address the students of Manlius high school in Manlius, New York,
where we were debating Colgate. Arriving at the last

moment after a hurried automobile ride from the Colgate campus, I found myself in the midst of acknowledging the audience with the words of “Mr. Chairman

Then, for contrast, we saw the palatial Florida

and students of’—(suddenly I realized that I had paid

mansions where American society vacations during the
winter months and where dinner jackets and convertible coupes are the standard equipment of all
college students.

had to continue with something, so I said “students of
Mona Lisa high school!” After that, I held their

no particular attention to the name of the school). I

attention fairly well as they expected me to mix up
things again and quote Rosenberg instead of Roosevelt.

The people we met were as different as our varied

experiences. Our opponents might be brilliant, witty,

These experiences—all fond memories—are just a
few of the many incidents which make university debating careers unforgettable. There is an old axiom

congenial, conceited, dry, eloquent, scholarly or any one
of a thousand other descriptive terms. An interesting
observation is the manner in which some of them

which states “We are part of all we have met,” and

could conceal their real personalities.

we debaters like to think we have absorbed qualities
and broadened our horizon through our debating

For example, in Lakeland, Fla., we met a mild,

affable chap who showered us with Southern hospitality before the debate. Once on the rostrum, however, the lamb changed to a lion and our mild friend
satirized our efforts with barbed, ironical remarks.
Then after the debate, he again assumed his original
role and treated us with genuine friendliness.

tours.

We appreciate the opportunities given us by the
University of Dayton through the Upsilon Delta Sigma

debating society. We hope that you underclassmen
who want to receive an “extra something” from your
college careers consider the Upsilon Delta Sigma as
the means to that end.

It was here at Florida Southern in Lakeland that we

You may never win a national tour but your time

had an unusual but pleasant experience. Six lovely
coeds met us at the railroad station on our arrival and

and effort will be rewarded with something much

acted as our hostesses throughout the entire day. It
seems that sororities and fraternities there alternate in

opinion and to think on your own feet. You will learn
the spirit of comradeship and friendship present among
University of Dayton debaters, and you will learn to
know and feel the kind character and guiding influence
of “Doc” Wehrle, a generous and good man who can

entertaining visiting debate teams and, needless to

say, my thoughtful colleague, Max, complimented the
university officials who devised the ingenious plan.
However, had we been met by a few fraternity boys
with their long hair and short pants I am certain that
Max would have withheld his congratulatory remarks.

more fundamental. You will learn to express your

look back over 283 intercollegiate debates and still

always find the patience, the time and energy to listen
to one more.

e5—te
Our Lord will not mind if I pray the Mass
with my own thoughts—

In the fingers of the priest?
In my fingers, too.

Offering Jesus Christ,
I see a figure kneeling,

Finding Him here in my heart,

Long and lean,

Offering His sacrifice—

With arms uplifted;
In the curved fingers a round, clear crystal,

Uncomprehending—grateful.

Radiating light—
All light!

This is my prayer.

It is the Host.
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—JEAN WHELAN.

A Degree of Perfection
© By Muriet Oswatp
This is Muriel’s last contribution to the
Exponent and she writes it very well. It is a
story of graduation and a sad one it is. Be
sure to read it.

received his diploma and the President shook hands
with him, a warm glow of pride came over her as she

applauded and heard others applauding him.
RESA did not know that the automatic doors
of buses, the high steps of street cars, the speed

and hugeness of ordinary automobiles, the noise of
horns and busy traffic could become so terrifying. Her

tired, weakened legs which had carried her through a
happy and active life for three quarters of a century

were only now in the last few years making movement
difficult. It required a great exertion of energy to overcome their pain and weakness. She no longer had anyone on whom to lean, and Tresa seldom left her home.

When she had made the last trembling, painful
steps, and at length seated herself in the auditorium,
she allowed a huge sigh of relief to escape, and sat for
several moments in absolute immobility, resting, recovering from the long journey across town. The haste of
everyone had terrified her because she knew her
slowness; the noise had bewildered her because she

could not find its source; the many painful steps had
left her weak. But it was a great occasion; it was the
graduation of her grandson.

It had been her greatest pride when he had said
that he would enter college. It was necessary for him
to work to support his widowed mother and to pay the
university tuition, therefore six, not four years had
passed since he had entered the college halls. Today
marked the end of the hard pull, and after this he

could say, “college graduate” when applying for a job.

He had sent announcements to all his out-of-town

relatives and to his grandmother, but he did not ex-

pect any of his family at the commencement. He knew
his mother was not able to come; he did not think his

grandmother would make it; he knew no one would
come from another city just to see him receive a rolled

paper. And that was that. But he didn’t know his
grandmother.

Her searching eyes found him in the long procession

which moved with slow dignity down the aisle; her
proud eyes watched him as he mounted the stairs and
stood on the platform. The black robe was becoming

to him; a smile of pleasure played about her lips. Often
during the exercises she glanced at him, and when he

‘Tresa thought that she would find him in the lobby
after the program. She went out as quickly as her tired
legs would allow. He had sent her an announcement,
so he certainly expected her to come. Perhaps he would
take her home in his car. There was a large number of

people in the lobby, and she could not find him among
the many graduates. She waited a long while, and
traversed the hall many times. She was tired and rather
frightened and worried at the thought of once more
having to make the long journey through town. It was
growing dusk when Tresa was standing besidea tall

pillar; leaning against it slightly, trying to decide
definitely to leave, still believing that her grandson
would show up for her any moment, half afraid that he
would not. A young priest of the college faculty
approached her.

“Waiting for someone?” he said with a smile.
Tresa looked up happily on hearing the friendly

words.

“Yes, my grandson. He graduated today, you know.

He sent an announcement anda ticket to me; he cer-

tainly knew that I would come. I hope he has not for-

got me, for I was hoping that he would take me
home.”

“He'll probably show up in a short while,” the priest

said energetically. “Where do you live, is it far?”

“Yes, I’m afraid it is. I live on the other side of
town, but if he doesn’t come soon I think I’ll have to
leave. I wouldn’t want to be out after dark.”

“How would you like to have a look around the
college while you’re waiting? We'll come back shortly,

and if he hasn’t come we'll have someone take you
home in a staff car. How’s that?”
“Oh, that is grand, but it really isn’t necessary. I can
manage...
??

“Well, let’s have a look around, anyhow. Have you
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ever seen the campus?” As he asked this, he offered
his arm which Tresa gratefully took.
“Never. No, I’ve never seen it.”
For Tresa it was a great experience. The young

priest guessed something of its significance as he saw

her shining, eager eyes. Slowly they went through the

large halls, visited the rooms and laboratories and

lounges. He felt her leaning more heavily on his arm
as they went, but she did not wish to stop, she wanted
to see all of the college where her grandson had spent

so many hours; the college about which she had heard
so much. Tresa was very happy. She did not feel her
weariness. The priest would not let her think of herself; his stream of conversation, jokes, and explanations
kept her constantly interested and alert. He asked if
she was tired, but she assured him she was not, and

indeed, she did not seem to be. His strength and
energy were a constant source of strength for her. His
explanations were a great pleasure for he slipped in
many anecdotes of the classroom and dorm life which
amused her. Realizing something of the importance
of the moments, he exerted every effort to make them

enjoyable for her.
“You know, Tresa,” (she had told him to call her

that, please) “this is where they cut up cats and other

Tresa laughed softly at the pun. She realized that
they were nearing the end of their inspection tour. She
didn’t want to leave her new-found friend with his
youth and enthusiasm. As they walked along she said:
“This has been the happiest afternoon that I have
known in many years. I must stay at home so much
that this is really an event. And, too, it seems almost
as if it is a sort of end of a period of my life. With
the graduation of my grandson, all my children and
grandchildren have been educated and sent into the
world well equipped. When there are no longer any
children, there is not a great deal to live for.”

Tresa did not express her further thoughts, but she

knew that it had been the priest’s efforts that made

the afternoon so enjoyable. It seemed that her life had
now reached a degree of perfection, and she felt that
nothing could mar its happiness.

“Tt has been a very happy time. My grandson will
surely be there now...” She said this as she stood
at the top of the stairs while the priest locked the
laboratory door. Holding the bannister, she started
down the steps alone. There was a sharp pain, her leg
twisted, she grasped at the air as she fell headling down
the long stairway. The priest rushed to her, but Tresa
was dead.

animals. No end of amusing things happen here,
though the work is very serious, really. There are quite
a number of cat-tales around here!”

Late that night the young priest was relating his

experience of the afternoon to another faculty member.
He said he was unable to locate Tresa’s grandson.

Sl

QUEEN AND MOTHER
Deep in the verdure of dark-tangled jungles
Flourish exotic, luxuriant orchids,
Blooming unseen.
Far in the marble-carved mansions of Heaven,
Reigning in powered, monarchical splendor,

Throned is the Queen.
Here in our garden, in fragrant profusion,
Dappled with dewdrops, blossoms the violet—
Lowliest flower.
Close at our side, full of motherly tenderness,

Mary is walking and sweetly encouraging,
Cheering each hour.
—FRANcIs GRISEZ.
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Friend Or Foe?
@ By Etvera VockE
The writer is a graduate nurse working for
her degree at U. D. She tries to dispel the

tors and nurses who have close association with it wad
been used as a weapon or threat in the day of child-

foolish ideas that people have about hos-

hood to keep us on the narrow path of good behavior.

pitals. It will be worth your while to read
what she has to say.

Such a sense of fear probably gathered strength with
the years and in adult life is often difficult to overcome.
In relation to the idea of hospital attendants we not
infrequently are made aware likewise of the fact that
to another group this dread of hospitals is based upon
the very nature of the clothing worn by the religious
sisters in charge of the Catholic hospitals, and who in
earlier days were likewise rendering their efficient,

HE dread of losing peace and comfort has been a
dominant instinct with human beings since

the beginning of time. It is this very dread which comes
to the fore when considering fears associated with the
word “hospital.” And those of us who are conscious
of such phobias are far from being alone. It is quite
probable that at least one half of the human race does
actually and acutely fear hospitals.
Now for the eternal question, why? The reasons
given seem to be almost as numerous as the number

of individuals who possess this fear. Perhaps the dreaded feeling of experiencing a loss of personal independ-

ence and privacy ranks rather close to the top in its
general significance. Many people are known to be
filled with horror at the thought of going to a hospital

because they feel that they are placing themselves at
the mercy of hospital attendants. The idea of being in
a helpless state and having to be waited upon often

becomes truly unbearable to them.
“No Mam, you'll not get me into a hospital. That’s
where they give you the ‘Black Bottle’!” Perhaps this
statement expresses a fear with which some of you are
not familiar. It is surprising, though, how frequently an

individual makes a confession of this nature. The
“black bottle,” of course, signifies some vague, poison-

ous mixture, the administration of which is supposedly
a common procedure in hospitals. Along with this
idea we often find people dreading a hospital because

they are convinced that each patient is the object of
“cutting and experimentation.” Still others we find are

devoted service in state institutions. There appears to
be no doubt about the fact that many lay people do
actually harbor a fear based on just this very ground

which in many instances had its origin in the days of
childhood.
But suppose we consider yet another angle. Our
parents, no doubt, can tell us that not more than

twenty-five years ago it was not customary for anyone
to go to a hospital, unless he was no longer expected
to recover health. These institutions were actually regarded as places for those sick people for whom death
was shortly inevitable. And what do we hear today?
Conversation about hospitals are on the whole restricted in hushed tones about poor Miss Jones. “Yes,

she went to the hospital—and dear soul, she died!”—
or about Johnnie Smith who “went to the hospital last
winter and hasn’t been well since.” Are we accustomed

to hear about the ever increasing number of individuals who go to the hospital to receive treatment,

undergo operations, and spend greatly needed periods
of rest—and who soon return to their former routine
of life in the best health once again? There must be

a reason behind this trend in conversations about the
sick. Perhaps our desire to be concerned only with the
oddities of life is our best answer.

holding to a notion that hospitals are places of constant moaning and groaning, queer odors, and veiled
mystery. There is the case of a certain doctor, for
example, whose hospital phobia revolved around the
odor of a specific medicine, namely iodoform. As these

This type of psychosis is a rather peculiar thing. It
would appear to be quite genuine and serious. Yet, by
exercising a little calm intelligence, we can easily find
an available remedy. After all is said and done, would
hospitals be in existence today if they were not serving

stated fears are passed along from one person to the

a real purpose in the medical and public health fields?

next, we soon find the result taking the form of “street
talk” which has a tendency to be accepted as gospel
truth.

Their first consideration and objective is the patient.
They are primarily concerned with his care and complete satisfaction. It becomes your job and mine, then,

Then too we must realize that with many of us

to understand this particular phobia, put it in its
proper place, and learn to regard our hospitals as real

the very concept of hospital or the individuals as doc-

honest-to-goodness safeguards to public health.
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Deep Into The Earth
@ By Franx J. Hucues

For suspense read this short story of the
airlines. Frank Hughes, a sophomore from
Washington, D. C., has used woman’s intuition and the dangers of flying to produce
a tale with an unusual but tragic ending.

HEY were an odd couple, Bill and Nancy Robertson. Though it was not unusual for an
aviator to marry such a beautiful and utterly charming
girl as Nancy Whitney, many of their friends warned

them that the match was destined to failure. Ted
Haines who had stopped on his way home from Jurgens Field was one of the couple’s few staunch friends
who looked more favorably upon the marriage. After
all, time is the judge, but his final decree was yet to be
delivered. It seemed the two had little in common
except implicit faith in each other. Nancy declared

she’d rather die than go up in an airplane, while Bill
steadfastly swore that he’d rather be shot than play
bridge and humor some of Nancy’s “insane pastimes.”
Yet five years of married life found them continuing
their petty arguments, but happy and completely
devoted to one another.
**

*

x

As the last cloud of smoke cleared away, Ted Haines
carefully laid his pipe in a quaint Mexican sombrero
ashtray. His eyes recorded the passing of the last flickering ash in the fireplace. Slyly he appraised Bill’s
lovely wife before he brought himself to the task of
getting down to business.
“You know, folks . . . began Haines, somewhat at
loss for a suitable opening to begin.
“Well, what’s it this time?” Bill Robertson jovially
enquired.
“Paul Anderson was taken to the hospital this evening with acute appendicitis. It seems that you’re the
only pilot available to take over flight seven.”
“Saaay, that’s too bad! We'll have to send him some
flowers and drop in on the old ‘gold brick’ tomorrow
when the run is over. You know that I’m always glad

“Ted,” Mrs. Robertson’s voice betrayed a tremor
that lent doubt to its forced casual tone, “do you suppose the weather . . . I mean, have you had any new
reports on that low pressure area?”

“Why Nancy!” chided Ted, “do you mean that
you're worried about Bill. He’s the one man that can
fly through the toughest or smoothest weather and
then give all the credit to the plane for the ‘splendid
way it behaved’.”
“Well, at least it’s reassuring to hear you say so,”
conceded Nancy.
x

*

%*

Next morning Nancy seemed more upset than before. Bill tried to cheer her up but nothing he said or
did seemed to help. After going over the pros and cons
of flight seven which Robertson had consented to take

over, they finally settled down and ate their breakfast
in silence. For the last time Nancy spoke of her
feelings.
“Please postpone this trip, dear,” she pleaded. “Oh,
I’m sorry to be a ‘wet blanket’,’ apologized pretty
Nancy Robertson to one of Consolidated Airlines’
youngest and most reliable pilots. “Yet, I can’t shake
that feeling off. The strangest thing happened last
night. It was like a dream, and yet totally different
from any that I have ever heard of. Shortly after midnight I seemed to hear a confused babble of voices. I
tried to sit up, but somehow I couldn’t—it was hortible! There before me was a twisted, smoldering mass
of metal that once was an airplane, and Bill, then
something happened that terrified me. I heard someone say: ‘I feel sorry for Robertson; that’s really a tough
break.’ Tell me that you’ve changed your mind about
the trip.”
a

*

**

Once Bill Robertson again felt the touch of the

to do anything I can for Paul.”

stick, his spirits rose perceptibly, and still Nancy’s
words haunted him. He remembered only one occasion

“I knew you'd say that, Bill,” chimed in Haines,
flight manager of Jurgens Field and tried friend of

that her feminine intuition had proved correct. For
seemingly no good reason, as Mrs. Edward Fisher
joined them at home late one Friday evening in De-

the Robertsons.
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cember of 1938, Nancy whispered aside to her husband,
“Bill, I feel sure that Ed’s in some sort of danger.
Later that evening the news cast they were listening
to carried a special flash to the effect that the wreckage
of Ed’s plane had been discovered off the shores of
Lake Michigan.

They had been hovering over Forrest Hills for more

than forty-five minutes.
“Can’t we do something besides just flying around?”
Nancy asked in dismay as her wrought up feelings got

the better of her. “Isn’t there anything we can do to
help him?”

Bill had been gone eight hours—surely he should be

in New York by now. In desperation Nancy called the
radio room of Consolidated Airlines.

Without warning the plane struck an air pocket and

plummeted earthward. Vainly the Ted Haines of old

“Yes, Mrs. Robertson,” a voice replied. “The plane’s

three hours late, but we just received word that it was
attempting a forced landing over Forrest Hills. The

struggled at the controls. With a deafening crash the
plane buried itself “deep into the earth.”
*

*

*

way I make it out, the ship lost a front wheel and if
that refuel plane doesn’t get there in time Bill will
probably ‘pancake’ her. Of course the refuel plane

An official of Consolidated Airlines arrived at the
scene of the catastrophe under police escort. Sadly he
turned away, shaking his bowed head. Unconsciously
the official thought aloud.

should locate our ship soon. That means that some
‘grease monkey’ is doing his repair work in the air for
a change.”

“Ted’s made his last flight.” looking at the second
figure who was being dragged from the plane, J. T.

That was enough for Mrs. Robertson. Without wast-

ing a minute Nancy left the house and sped toward
Jurgens Field in her trim little roadster. In short order
she had located the flight manager and together they
looked over the latest reports and weather charts. A

storm would really add to an already pressing situation.
“Ted,” confessed one very worried person, “I don’t
like the looks of this.”

Marklein breathed deeply and said: “I feel sorry for
Robertson; that’s really a tough break!”
*

*

*

Some time later Bill Robertson brought his huge,
recently repaired, Consolidated Airline’s plane over the
scene of the tragedy. A quick glance through a pair of
binoculars revealed to the pilot that his pal Ted
Haines’ flying days were over. Sick at heart, Bill dipped

his plane and gunned his motor in salute.
“Poor old Ted,” mused Bill. “That fifty-five year old
veteran had a heart of gold, but couldn’t see much

After a hurried parley Ted smiled understandingly

more than fifty feet in front of him—it’s a wonder that

and offered to pilot her to Forrest Hills if it would

they let him fly so long.” Bill looked downward and
shivered. “It’s good that Nancy’s home safe,” he said
fervently. “Bah!” declaimed Robertson, “feminine in-

make her feel better. She jumped at the opportunity

and soon they started out.

tuition isn’t worth two snaps.”
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TO THE ISLAND
But this was not meant for my children and me;
Indeed, it was meant but for souls of the sea.

And I shall go back to the kind thatI love.
To the green fields of clover and pale sky above.

Yet, with me, a part of this island will go;
Its spirit of beauty I ever shall know.
—MARGARET DIERKIN.
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chance there is pretty sure to be some shooting, and

Introducing- The New Editor

that comes awfully close to war. That is the last thing
wanted; we must not do anything to compel shooting.”

A happy choice has been made in selecting the
future “keeper” of “The Editor’s Soap Box.” He is our

tion put to him at his press conference as to the
difference between a convoy and the “Neutrality”
Patrol, said that “a patrol is a reconnaissance of certain

good friend Henry, “Hank” to his friends, Rechtien.

“Hank” is so well known on this campus that it is
hardly necessary to state that he “hails” from East St.
Louis, has that certain something that attracts the
ladies (We have curly hair too, so it can’t be that), and
is a Junior Mechanical Engineer. He is the former
sports editor of the “U. D. News,” where he waged a
vigorous campaign to revive the Buckeye Football Con-

ference. We hope he continues writing with the same
vigor in his new job. Good luck, “Hank.”

5

Yet, on April 25th, the President, on answering a ques-

areas of the ocean to find out whether there is any

possible aggressor ship in the area, or in the whole
ocean.” ‘The Associated Press reported that the President likened the patrol to the scouting system used by
wagon trains on the Great Plains in the days of Indian
attacks. When asked if the scouts would inform other
wagon trains of the presence of “Indian” raiders,

Roosevelt smilingly replied “they would relay informaton to all kinds of wagon trains.” The inference is
clear; the duties of our naval units on patrol out in the
Atlantic are to notify the English Navy and Merchant
Marine of the presence of U-boats and surface raiders
and, as Mr. Hull said in his speech, to see that aid to

The Propaganda
“Blitz” Is On

Britain “reaches its destination in the shortest of time
and in the maximum quantity.” Now, the people who
won't “get excited” are intelligent enough to realize

On April 24th, no less than three members of the

“pretty sure” that there will be some shooting when the
American patrol begins to “snitch” to the British about
the position of German raiders?

cabinet made speeches on the subject of war. All three
speeches were efforts on the part of the Roosevelt administration to produce a war fever among the people.
Secretary of Agriculture Wickard said it was time the
people of America “get excited” about the critical stage
of world affairs. What does Mr. Wickard mean about
getting excited? Does he mean to infer that the people
are so stupid that they do not realize what is happening in Europe? Does he mean that they should lose

their common sense and plunge into a war which, as

that U-boats and surface raiders can only operate effec-

tively in secrecy. Therefore, should not the President be

A fourth member of the President’s official family,
Vice-President Wallace, a few weeks ago said, “The
United States now has her second opportunity to make
the world safe for democracy,” meaning, of course,

that we should repeat our history of 1917-1918. Following Wallace’s speech, we had the testimony of Secre-

tary Stimson that “the United States army must be

dispatches from London indicate, may already be
approaching its end?

prepared to fight anywhere in the world.” Secretary
Ickes, a fifth member of the Cabinet, in a Chicago

On the same day, Secretary Knox said that the
United States cannot permit our aid to England to be
sunk in the Atlantic, thus making a plea for convoys.

to intervention. Remember, dear citizens, these men
are all above the age that requires the carrying of a gun

And a plea for convoys is a plea for war. A few weeks

speech the other day, smeared citizens who are opposed
when the shooting starts.

ago the President remarked that “obviously if one

All this fits into a cleverly woven pattern. A rolling

nation convoys ships, either under its own flag or that

barrage of propaganda is being laid down to arouse the
people out of what is called “apathy” but which is

of another, through a hostile zone, on the doctrine of
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really a firm determination to stay out of the war as
has been expressed by eighty percent of the people in

the Gallup Poll. While the Cabinet officials are trying
to create a war spirit among the people, some of our
columnists are pursuing a different line. Recently, Miss

Dorothy Thompson said: “Apparently, the President
is waiting for ‘public opinion’ to indicate the line he

should take. This kind of flirtation with the public can
be fatal.” In other words, Miss Thompson, who never

will have to carry a gun, urges the President to take us
into the war contrary to the expressed opinion of the
majority of the people. Mr. Roosevelt realizes that
“public opinion” means votes and, therefore, hesitates

to carry before Congress a war message but, we believe,
that by his aggressive acts against the aggressor nation,
he hopes to gloat them into declaring war on us. Somehow, we who believe that America’s future lies over

here and not in bloody Europe, must stop this headlong rush toward war.

25—te
Four Years - And Then
September, 1937, saw the largest class in U. D.’s
history confer with its various deans on courses . . .

And Hitler conferred with Mussolini in Berlin on map
making. As the campus corridors and sidewalks were
resounding to the tread of newly initiated Freshmen,
the Japanese began their march into China. Large
groups of students went to Wittenburg to witness the

debut of U. D.’s greatest backfield, Padley, Thomas,
McDonough, and Marre . . . The Nationalists shelled
Madrid. Padley “bombed” Miami with passes . . .
U.S. S. Panay is sunk by the very apologetic Japs. We,
the Freshmen of 1937, went home for our first Christ-

mas vacation . . . Walt Disney startled the entertainment world with “Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.”

Semester exams came and some passed; some did not
... War Minister von Blomberg marries a bricklayer’s
daughter and causes a purge in the German High Com-

mand that resulted in Hitler’s assumption of the title
of “War Lord.” Mid-semesters came and passed.. .

And so did Austria. The class of ’37 finished its work
. .. The Sudeten Germans began theirs.
September, 1938, heard the echo of the tramping
feet of our return as proud sophomores . . . Reechoed
from France was the sound of other young men’s feet
bent on entering the Maginot Line. Europe faced a
crisis . . . The football team faced a tough schedule.
Our new president spoke to us for the first time on the
value of education . . . Hitler thundered against the

“brutal” Czechs at the annual Nuremberg Party Rally.

As Hitler was winning a bloodless victory over Chamberlain and Daladier at Munich, different men with
different names that meant more to us, Padley, Knorr,

Wagner, were winning great victories on fields that

drew blood sometimes, but blood from a broken nose

not a bayonetted abdomen. And then came the spring

of ’39. In Europe, a young man’s fancy lightly turned
to—the British Fleet, the Maginot Line, or the Czeck

border and beyond. On our campus, just bursting into
a green splendor of peace and beauty, a young man’s

fancy turned to dances, convertibles, and sports. Some
few began to wonder how long the young men in

America would be acting differently from those in

Europe as green spring turned to brown summer. The

German army marched into Prague and the class of
"39 marched out of their Alma Mater.

September, 1939. War—and more studies. Poland
invaded. England and France declare war. U. D.
settles down for the ninetieth year of existence. The
football team travels to California . .. And Hitler went
to Warsaw. People began to speak of the “phony”
war .. . the campus was “buzzing” with who was seen
with so-and-so and what happened when. April ioth,

1940, brought spring to the “hill” . . . And death to

Norway. Over here, an exam “flunked” meant a career
cut short . . . Over there, in the raging Battle of
France, to “flunk” in the test of war meant the end
ofa life.
For the fourth, and last time, the Class of "41 Tegistered with the coming of Autumn. The campus was
astir with talk of the forthcoming national election, but
speculation as to who would be Homecoming Queen
produced more conversation. As Christmas vacation
passed, “What’s your draft number?” replaced all
other forms of opening a conversation when friends
congregated. A “tilt” with Tennessee U. was announced
for next year as the students had another engagement
with the old demon, exams. The home stretch was now

in sight for the seniors but “home,” in former years a
job, now meant the army for most seniors. Then the
German Army invaded Yugo-Slavia and now, at the
time of this writing, is knocking at the gates of Athens.
The President began to make vague staements differ-

entiating between a convoy and a “neutrality” patrol.
Thus, on April 25th, 1941, we look back to the time,

almost four years ago, when we entered the portals of
U. D. as a young man with a clear mind and a bright
outlook for the future; we leave U. D. with a degree,
a confused mind and a gloomy outlook. The University is not at fault—we wonder who is?
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WOMEN’S EDITOR .. . Martha Rose Manny

found especially satisfying, it is pleasant to leaf again

We attempted to impress freshmen with our importance during initiation week. There were classes—new
profs; dances—new friends; football with Padley at his
peak; basketball and popcorn. And we watched another
spring make the campus beautiful and another line of
seniors march down the aisle on Honors Day.

newing the important experiences, and only then

It reached its climax in ’39. By then our number was

LEAFING THROUGH THE PAGES
AND CLOSING THE BOOK
Often after carefully reading a book which has been

through its pages, catching the significant details, re-

closing it to call it completely our own. Before laying

a shadow of its old self, and we watched with accustomed eyes a new class come into our halls, and we

life for the past four years, let’s leaf again through its
pages to snatch a few unforgetable memories, and per-

found it difficult to learn so many new names and

down the huge volume which records our university
haps in the process, catch a glimpse of the undefinable

faces. For the first time, we began to adjust values; we
began to know definitely what we wanted and where
we were going. Activities in many cases became a
means to an end; classes gained new interest as they

It began in 1937. Coeds were few and far between

became more specialized; close friends grew more

and unchanging spirit of the university.

and assembly speakers just ignored us and said “Gentlemen of U. D.” The lounge was on the lower floor of

the library, and Sister Marie was lodged in the library
also. Suppers for the girls could be arranged without

any great treasury problem, and a get-acquainted dance
was held in the library. These were the first historic
days with coeds in regular classes in St. Joe, St. Marys,
and Chaminade halls. There was the great moving
the first part of the second semester to the present

rumpus and locker rooms. And that’s the way it all
began our first year here. Many things were different,
but a great many more were the same—registration,

classes, activities, the spirit of U. D.
It grew in ’38. A new and larger class came in and

stole some of our former glory. A few of our old
friends were gone, but it was wonderful to come back
and renew old acquaintances and make new ones.

Activities claimed an even larger portion of our time.
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important in the expanding group. Ardene Stephens
entered as a student and kept us laughing. We found
what responsibility meant in activities—and we worked.
But more than that we had fun and we gained perspective. And this year we went to the graduation and
watched the President graduate another senior class
whose members had been our friends for three grand

years.
In ’40 and 741 it reached its conclusion. With enthusiastic eyes we watched the new class enter, and
with disappointed eyes we counted our number. We
made one last spirited entrance into activities; one last

plunge into academic work. When the last spring
came, we left much work undone, and often put the
burden of responsiblity in others hands, and we paused

to look about us. In June it will be we who walk down
the aisle to receive a diploma. But countless others
have walked the aisle before us.

And what did we find in these four years? They
showed us that the University spirit does not change.

increase from a mere handful of thirty or forty to a
body to be seriously considered. The number grew so

There are new activities initiated, there is a constant

large, in fact, that it was necessary to divide the one

stream of new students, the faculty even shifts somewhat, the presidency changes, there are new classes

ease in administration, no hardship when everyone

added to the curriculum, there are additional honors

knew everyone else in the college. We have witnessed

conferred on the University and those attending it, but
the spirit remains the same. The University as a whole
offers a supreme opportunity to the person who may

hundred fifty women into four groups for facility and

the foundation of the Women’s Athletic Association,

a truly effective organization since its affiliation with
the national group. We have noted with pride the

take complete advantage of it. Most of us fall far
short. That is the reason its spirit never changes. It is
far greater than any of its single parts. And, too, we
have discovered during these four years that we have
known that which we probably never again will know;
friendship with a large group of enthusiastic young
people with the same interests and the same goals as

place among the leaders in campus activities, be they
scholastic, religious, journalistic, musical, dramatic, or
athletic. We have seen the women instill new life in
dying organizations on the campus, be influential in

ours, and above all, association with a group of learned
men and women completely happy.

taken pride in seeing the university itself achieve success in its drive for a greater University of Dayton, as

—MourRIEL Oswa.p.

achievement of the women in taking their rightful

the establishment of new clubs and societies which are
now such an integral part of campus life. We have
witnessed by the fact that this year’s class is the largest
ever graduated by the university, an additional honor
for those coeds who are leaving the ranks.
We, the pioneers, sadly departing from the scene of
our disappointments and our triumphs, leave a heritage
to the future coeds. We leave a heritage of activity,

diligence, intelligence, and above all, a spirit of progress
and cooperation usually found in pioneers anywhere at

IN RETROSPECT
Looking back over these past four years crowded

any time in the history of an institution or a country.
We bequeath to the future coeds this spirit of progress
combined with goodly supply of hard work (so com-

with many happy and busy hours, we, the coeds of the

plained about at the time) and the good times always

class of ’41, can recall many changes made in our short
sojourn here. Though we are not the first women to

found in abundance at a university such as our alma

mater, the University of Dayton.

graduate from the University of Dayton, we are
—MrriAM Losu.

among the pioneers, the beginning of a noble experiment.

As pioneers, we witnessed the great exodus of coeds
from the lounge in the library basement to our lounge

in Chaminade Hall. We were the first women students
to attend classes “up the hill” among the men. For
that very reason we were regarded in a rather unfavorable light by the old guard of boarders who resented

bowing to progress and changing their mode of living
to please the feminine element who felt that boarders
should shave at least every other day, not once a week

as had been the tradition. They were at first just a
trifle jealous too of our forging ahead into campus
activities, of our adding a touch of femininity to a
man’s world, but they soon changed their attitude and

took pride in the accomplishments of the “weaker
Sex.

>”?

Since those pioneer days we have seen the coeds
advance even further in their attainment of prominence
on the campus. We have watched the women students

There is nothing on earth that I dislike as much as I

dislike farewells. To sever relations with anything that
is dear to me is a distasteful task, and since it is such,

I do not like to prolong it. Two of the coeds have
already outlined our thoughts and feelings at graduation, so I merely add, “Goodbye,” and “May God

bless you.”
—M. R. M.
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Continued from Page 4
were tumbling to earth trailing black columns of smoke

behind them like Roman candles. The air seemed full
of the parachutes of escaping plane crews. A series of
staccato hammerings and a low groan coming to Gerald’s ears through his inter-com earphones told him
that the rear-gunner had been hit and was out of ac-

tion. With no rear protection, Gerald knew that he
would be “duck soup” for the next Messerschmitt to
attack his plane. Dropping his nose down and pulling
the throttle full out, they picked up enough flying
speed to do a reversement and then headed for France
in a flat dive. He noticed other Blenheims doing the

same, but not as many were returning as had bravely
left their flying fields that morning. Down out of the
clouds, where they had been engaged by the yellownoses, slammed the Hurricanes to protect their retreat.
It was a tired and nerve shattered group of young
men who returned to the field outside Douai that
night. They had seen their friends and buddies shot
down and with their own hands they had knocked
their enemies out of the sky. Each death was a horrible
one, a death that any eyewitness would remember to

ing as if to tear the thought out. Slowly he began to
get a grip on himself and, as if waking from a deep
sleep, he began to hear the C. O.’s voice again. “And,
because there is hardly any chance of survival, I am

calling for a volunteer who will not return without
destroying the bridge.”

Before the other pilots could make a move, Gerald
sprang forward. Gripping the desk with both of his
hands and with emotion in his voice he said: “That's

my job, Commander. I’m senior pilot present and it
rightfully belongs to me.”

The other pilots started to protest but the C. O.
waved them aside. “You are quite right, Gerald. The
job is yours and good luck.”
They all saluted and left. Gerald immediately went
to where his plane and crew were standing. His plan
of action was set in his mind.
“Men,” said Gerald, after he had called them to-

gether, “I have just volunteered to destroy the bridge
at Engis. A squadron couldn’t do it but one plane can

his last day. Gerald had caught a fleeting glimpse of a
German pilot trying to fight his way out of his flaming
cockpit. The pilot’s hair was aflame and blood was
flowing out of a gaping mouth wound, “C’est la
guerre,” thought Gerald, as he dismissed the scene
from his mind for the tenth time. His sleep that night
wasa series of nightmares that left him in a cold sweat.

if,” and Gerald raised his eyes to gaze steadily into

Early the next morning, Gerald and the few surviving pilots of his squadron were called into the Commanding Officer’s office. The C. O. ordered them to

sat down, lit a cigarette and taking pen in hand began

stand easy.

“Gentlemen, G. H. Q. has just put througha call
to me. Even though we did not reach our objective,
the Air Marshal was highly pleased with out work. I
needn’t add that I am also.” He stopped to finger his
swagger stick as he hesitated in thought for a moment.

“But now we have been assigned a most difficult objective. It is a job for one plane, a plane that will most
probably not come back.” There was a noticeable shifting of feet and general nervousness among the pilots.

theirs, “if that plane dives into the bridge. Because I

volunteered, I am not going to order you to accompany me. I will return here and take off in fifteen min-

utes. Those who want to go along will be in their

places at that time.”

Gerald turned and walked to his quarters. There he
to write: “Dear Parents, When you read this you will

have lost a son but retained a memory. I am not writing this in a spirit of bravado but to explain what I
am about to do. It was only this morning that I

learned that Engis, the city where my beloved wife,
Freda, lived, has been destroyed with all of its inhabitants. I can’t imagine her to be alive. I have lost the
only thing I’ve ever loved, with the exception of you,
dear parents. I felt it my duty to volunteer. Being English, you will understand my actions and will have no

regrets. There will always be an England. You are the

best parents that a son ever had. Your loving son,
Gerald.”

“The objective,” continued the C. O., “is the bridge
at Engis.” Gerald started at this. “The Intelligence

Service tells us that this bridge is being used by the
Germans to supply practically their whole Northern

After sealing the letter in an envelope and placing

it before a picture of two lovely old people, he put on
his flying helmet and walked towards the plane.

Group of Armies and must be destroyed if we are to
relieve the pressure on our Belgium allies. The town

Gerald climbed into the “front office” and touched

has already been destroyed by our bombers but—.”

the starter buttons. There was a whining noise as the

Gerald didn’t hear another word. His thoughts were

engines began to turn over, then a steady roar as he

on his beloved Freda. She’s dead, she’s dead, they kept

opened the throttles. He was pulling back on the control column to get into the air before he noticed that

hammering in his brain until his hands began clenchPage sixteen

his co-pilot was in his usual seat beside him. Gerald
turned, smiled and gripped his hand. It was good to
have a co-pilot to carry on if one were hit. He needed
only to turn on the inter-com phone to hear the reargunner whistle “Tipperary” and his forward-gunner
singing “The Wizard of Oz’. It seemed funny to
Gerald that they actually sounded good, whereas, he
always thought them rotten singers and whistlers.
Maybe it was nice to have friends near at a time like
this that made him feel that way.

carriers and a long column of tanks and combat cars
could be seen stretching back along the road to Germany. The supreme moment had arrived. Gerald did
a “wing-over” and straightened out into a vertical dive
aimed directly at the mid-span of the bridge. Now,
thought Gerald, he would not only see what a ton of
bombs could do, but he would also feel it.
“Dive, baby, dive,” shouted Gerald, as he tore the

oxygen mask off his face. “Dive and—”.

Gerald kept the control column in a climbing position until the altimeter read twenty thousand feet
and they were breathing through their oxygen masks.
It was his plan to take advantage of a layer of high
flying clouds and thus remain concealed until he ar-

The noise of the air rushing past the plane sounded
like the wail of a thousand banshees. Gerald screamed
‘ at the top of his voice to try to keep the changing

rived over his objective. Then he would spiral down

to keep his mind and eye sight from blackening out.
At five thousand feet one of his old friends, a yellow-

until out of the clouds and in sight of the bridge. A
little luck and a power-dive would do the rest.
They were flying for what Gerald thought was a
rather short time when the co-pilot, who had determined the time necessary to arrive over Engis, looked
at his watch and cried: “Now”. Gerald pushed forward
on the control column and, kicking the left rudder
pedal, sent the plane into a tight downward spiral. At

ten thousand feet they broke through the clouds and
beheld the bridge directly below them to the right.
Almost immediately the German “archie” opened up
and little white puffs of shrapnel began to burst around
them. The bridge was crowded with German troop

pressure from making him unconscious. Blood began
to run out of his mouth and down his chin. He fought

nosed Messerschmitt, got on his tail and bullet holes
began to let light into the fuselage. A short burst from

the rear-gunner and that was taken care of. Faster and
faster they dived until the air speed indicator needle
wrapped itself around the guard pin at the four hundred mark. There was no stopping them now. Gerald

could see the German troops in a panic trying to get
off the bridge. It was all over but the shouting and
Gerald provided that. With a last great effort, as the
bridge was rushing at him with great speed, he again
shouted: “Dive, baby, dive,—.”
.. and be damned.
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WAR
Hear the roll of the drum and the scream of the fife!
See the ranks of soldiers teeming with life
Marching gallantly, gallantly on toward the strife,
In this game that men call war.
At the front the shell is the screaming fife,
And the guns are drums as they shiver with life
While their mouthings are heard above all the strife,

In this game that men call war.
Hear the scream of the soldier (more shrill thana fife)

As the bayonet plunges and digs out his life,
While the war-mongers plan to broaden the strife,

In the tragedy men call war.
—JOHN SCHREIBER.
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Why Cry?
@ By JosepH SHIMANEK
The writer looks into the future that is to
come after the war and he hopes for a reconstruction based on moral principles.

bloody holocaust has passed—the physical reconstruction—the economic reconstruction—and the moral

reconstruction. Of physical reconstruction, we need
not say much—for the broken and torn bodies, the
crushed cities, towns, and hamlets will all need the con-

ODAY as our nation seems to be on the very

centrated attention of the world for many years to

brink of that man-made detour for civilization,
war, the tendency is to find some scapegoat to assume
the blame. Yet, is our particular situation the fault of

come if we are to assume a return to normal conditions.

|

our government—of any one man—of the man on the
street? No—we can not really blame any one. It just
seems to be part of the very nature of an American to
be for the underdog in any fight. There is absolutely
no use in decrying the growing pains of the times or
the course we have chosen to follow. We happen to be
in the midst of one of those periodic doses of world
cataclysm; we are one of the generations that are
caught in a maelstrom which again and again overtakes
the human race. Are we to pity ourselves—forget our
duties and responsibilities—forget the future—and live
the present with that “we-who-are-about-to-die” attitude? This attitude seems to have become the order
of the day for a great many of the youth of this nation.
It has often been said and proven that “the fate of
a nation lies with its youth.” Thus we really have in our
hands the power to make or break this great nation of
ours during the course of the next two or three decades.
Certainly, if we continue with this fatalistic attitude
there will be more breaking than making. So, let us,
the youth of the nation, brush aside the smoke of war
that is blinding us and look to the future. If we do
succeed in brushing aside the blinding smoke, we can
consider this momentary loss of faith in the future as
a blessing—for when we seek to recover lost faith by
listening to the millions of voices that speak of infinite
wisdom, infinite love that manifest themselves in

nature and humanity, we can build up a new faith
which will be a faith in something higher, better, and

The real problem lies with the economic and moral
reconstruction. No one—not even the wildest of

dreamers can hope that our country or, as a matter of
fact, all the countries of the world will be able to

exist and prosper on our present economic system with
its many self-evident faults and failures. Our experience

in the last world war and the years that followed can
give only a mild—almost rose-colored insight into the
economic horrors which are bound to follow this
second world war—unless we can start some concerted,

definite, unified action to prepare for the blow before
it strikes. The slogan of our present defense program,
“To neglect defense is to invite disaster,” would well
apply to this problem. Let us therefore divert some of
our attention and strength to this portion of defense
so vitally necessary for our continued existence as the
cradle of liberty, prosperity, and private enterprise.
Once this line of defense has been built, we need not

worry for our future. It will be bound to be bright regardless of the final outcome of the war.
The physical and economic reconstruction must by

the very nature of man be coordinated with a program
of moral reconstruction. The moral slump following
the last war can not be repeated without drastic results to our individual and national life. Hence an
individual program, a national program, and a church

program of moral rehabilitation must be aimed at this
looming danger to kill it in its infancy before it becomes the gigantic monster capable of devouring all
of us.

truer than ever known before.
Witha sincere effort and willingness to pursue this

The whole trouble lies in the unwillingness to look

threefold program, America will not be able to lose

beyond the darkness and prepare for a better, brighter

regardless of who is the victor—in name. For wars may

future. The questions of what to do and how to go
about doing it are not the prime factors. They will
come about as the natural reaction of the interior

may totter, dictators, bank accounts, stock markets,

willingness—the spirit to do.
There are many things to be done, and they all

revert to the problem of reconstruction after this
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come and wars may go, kings may abdicate, empires
and hopes may rise and fall, but the humaness of
human nature will always keep marching on. Let us,
the youth, help prepare the path through the unknown
future—so that humanity may march with longer and

greater strides.

POTPOURRI
THE CRITIC CRITICIZED
“IT knew that’s what would happen!” “That’s just
like them.” “What more can you expect?” “Four
months ago you wouldn’t have agreed with me.”

structive. In fact, I feel like a hypocrite criticizing these
detestable critics because in this article I am really
playing the critic myself.

“They'll get us into plenty of trouble yet.” “We ought
to go up there and show them how to do it.”

In short, all of us play a more or less important part
in many phases of life. We ought to do our best to
play our little part well. In all the phases of life—

Those were some of the phrases that struck my ears
as I strolled past the A-Z Poolroom, one of the favorite
rendezvous of the corncob philosophers, poolroom

literary, athletic, ad infinitum—those who do things are
criticized. They are few. Those who do nothing else

politicians, and curbstone critics of our town. What

political, social, civic, religious, industrial, educational,

criticize. They are many. We need more doers.

I overheard set me thinking. Who receives all the

—KennetH NEssir.

criticisms? Who are cursed, abused, and denounced?

Not those who stand by and watch, not those who
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take no interest, and often, not those who are to be
benefited, but those who act, those who do things,

the few who sacrifice themselves for the majority are
made to bear the brunt in the contention. I learned
a lesson that day, a lesson which many others need to
learn. We must be wary, and sparing in our criticisms.
We should not be too ready to criticize men who exert

their efforts for a cause. Even if the efforts are wrongly
directed, at least we ought to commend them for
trying.
It would be rather monotonous for them if our
critics had to limit themselves to national affairs.
They, just as all of us, like variety. They are ready to
express themselves on almost any question with apparent wide experience and well-grounded authority. I
admire their versatility in that regard—rather, I find
their narrow-mindedness repulsive. We meet them
every day everywhere we go. They always see two sides
to every question—their side and the “wrong” side, as

someone tersely put it. They have the solution to any
problem, and are ready to find a flaw, even if there is
none, in the solutions of others. Very remarkable, is it
not?

Concrete examples? They are numerous. In fact, I
believe we are inclined to take the critic for granted

and often do not recognize him as such. You cannot
fail to encounter him. For example, instead of criticizing the professor the next time that he gives an assign-

OUT IN CALIFORNIA
One of the most interesting “little trips” out from
San Francisco is the one that takes you to Mount
Tamalpais and to Muir Woods. All in a few hours’
time you can run the whole gamut of sightseeing from
“Frisco’s” China Town and cable-carred hills, to long
stretches of peaceful country marked here and there
with the weather-beaten and grotesquely shaped trees
so typical of California scenery.

On and on you go over the brown winding road,
through a game preserve where roam friendly little
deer that at a slight toot from the horn will turn their
little powder-puff-covered buttocks to you and bound
gracefully away. Still upwards you go, not realizing

just how much “upward” the road is because of the
great sweeping curves and well-engineered turns, until
at last you come to Mount Tamalpais Observation
House and Inn.

From this spot you can look down, down, down and
watch the city of San Francisco, the two great bridges,
the black and sparkling water of the bay and the tiny

island-prison of Alcatrez emerge from the fog. Suddenly as the last layer of the fog is blown away, all the

details of the view below burst into sight and you feel
like Alice gazing through her magic looking glass seeing a tiny but a perfect city.

ment, listen for the criticisms of those near you. I am

Back down the road then you go and strike out in a

sure you will hear them—and they will not be con-

different direction. This time you are going to see Muir
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Woods. Yes, I know you have seen many woods, but

you, that it’s the Dean, nor am I describing every

that can compare with this. Beside the highway is a

justice to such men, I must say that practically everyone without exception is a fine fellow, genial, friendly,

I know you have seen no other spot in this country

graveled parking place, andalittle path, also graveled,
leads off to the right. You start up this pathway saying
to yourself: “And now I am going to see some more

trees! I and Joyce Kilmer, Ha!” Then the perky smile
slides off your face, your breathing is lighter, quicker,
your senses have caught the feeling of a subtle change
and are trying to prepare you for the sight ahead. You

notice too, that the graveled path has given way to a
path which seems to be covered with a deep-piled
Oriental rug, so soft is it under foot. Your ears note
the hushed quality of a pregnant silence that throbs
with dreams as yet unborn.
A few more steps and the pathway widens and you
—see—can it be real? Can this vast room, this great

occasion that brings one to his presence. Oh no! In all

helpful and understanding. But it’s the particular
occasion—the asking for one’s mid-term grades, that we
have in mind just now. But back now to Joe, stranded

on the threshold.
Can one find words to express adequately the feel-

ings which surge over the poor fellow as he meets the
firm glance of the “boss,” waiting silently for him to

state his case? In faith, I’m afraid not. Have you ever

been sea-sick? Have you ever been subjected to feelings
of faintness or to sudden dizzy spells? If not, go out
and learn by experience in order to really appreciate
the case in hand. Think of the latest disaster—train
wreck, auto collision, or if it will help any, reflect on

you, so far above that trees and Heaven almost seem

the state of your nerves, “that” feeling in the pit of
your stomach as the dentist said, “Just one more
drilling—.” Put them altogether and you have an
approximation of what poor Joe is undergoing during
those few brief but eternal seconds.

by God with upholding the sky.

Mr. Typical-College-Boy manages to gasp out his
request in a halting sort of a way and smilelessly the
Dean takes up a pack of mid-semester intellectual

cathedral-like nave be made only by trees? Your eyes

seek confirmation and look upward. There, far above
to meet is the dome, the ceiling of this, one of God’s
great temples. These mighty and lofty redwood trees
are standing as they stood for ages, with heads uplifted
and as proud as if they were great pillars entrusted
A feeling of wonderment, reverence and awe steals

over you and you know that here man will bow in true
humility to Him Who created this beauty. Suddenly
the sunshine breaks through in long slanting shafts
of light and seems to give a glorious and triumphant

joy to those who linger here in the beautiful and
unforgetable Muir Woods.
—Prc KytstrA.
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ASKING FOR A GRADE
For all of us in general it is quite an ordeal to ask

obituary notices. A slight shuffling of the cards brings

the one in question (very much in question) to the
top.

The change of expression on the Dean’s face is
enough to warn the waiting student that all is not
well. With a slight cough as a prelude, the Dean
begins the beginning of the usual scholarly warning
typical of such men, at such a time, and upon such an

occasion. A piercing look at the report, a sharp glance
at the student and then—
“Ym glad this isn’t your report. I was quite disappointed for the moment. The grades are far below
what I expect yours to be. Just a slight slip up on first

for things. There is something in our make-up which
causes us to have a very affectionate regard for the

names. Ah, here’s the right one. Now let’s see.”

opposite—“Please Ask.” For college students, I believe
that this phobia in connection with asking is at its
peak when the time for grades rolls around. Most fellows and girls suffer something akin to a bad case of
jitters as the zero hour approaches.

report to Joe.

sign: “Take One” and an almost unholy dread for its

Take the typical Joe College as he walks into the

Dean’s office and respectfully, most respectfully knocks
at the door of the inner sanctum sanctorum—(intellectual for a private hide-out)—and waits the fatal summons to enter. Don’t get me wrong! I don’t say, mind
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A smile comes over the Dean’s face as he hands the

“Quite a difference, I assure you” is the former's
only remark.

Joe takes the report and after a mumbled word of
thanks he stumbles from the office, giddy with amazement. It was his first “3.” What a grand and glorious
feeling. Did you ever experience it?
Joun G. Dickson.

A FEATHER IN MY CAP

SPRING FEVER SO SOON?

“What’s in a name?” I had asked myself this question again and again. Yet, this is the reason for that

It was hard to work today. I knew as I walked down
Third Street and through Cooper Park to the portals

For years I have been wondering why people have
difficulty remembering my name. If you have read
Dale Carnegie’s book How To Win Friends and In-

of the library that it was going to be hard. The first
day of Spring . . . Ah! The air was warm and the sun
shone munificiently over all. What a shame to leave
this glorious atmosphere and slave away the afternoon
in a damp, musty library. (I speak merely figuratively
for I neither slave, nor is the good old D. P. L. musty

beautiful new feather in my cap.

fluence People, you would immediately realize what

a serious offense it is not to remember names.

“Dorothy Daum” to me, is a simple enough name
to remember, still day after day people will cheerfully
greet me as “Hello Dolly, Marjorie or Betty.” Or else
ask me whether I am the Dolly Dawn that sings with

an orchestra. Upon seeing Miss Dawn of radio fame, I
was highly disappointed. Although she has talent, she

is without a doubt on the heavy side. So again I be-

came discouraged. It has been my good fortune to
have my name in the paper actually spelled correctly.
This was in the dim past, however, and my memory

is failing. My last name is usually spoken as Daun,
Dorm, and Dumb, the last probably being the truth.
I began to have ideas about my name, wondering
whether by chance that some hidden meaning, was

keeping people from remembering it. So after one

particularly trying day I decided to look up the mean-

ing of my name. I discovered that “Dorothy” means
“Gift of the Gods.” You can well imagine that my
ego shot up fifty points higher after learning this fact.
I was soon doomed for disappointment however, because much to my sorrow I learned that “Daum”
means thumb. Now as we all know, a thumb is very

important, but couldn’t “Daum” have meant a more
majestic or distinguished name? So here I am, goddess
of a thumb, as strange as it may seem, yet even with
these facts, my name was not remembered. Upon

several occasions I found that keeping my temper
under control was becoming difficult, but gradually I
am learning the art of a silent tongue.

One thing for which I am grateful is the ease with
which I can put my whole name into small spaces. If
I had Krautzenheimer to contend with I undoubtedly
would have troubles.
I have come to the conclusion that even though
people still call me any name they can think of when
the occasion arises, I am at least being noticed, and
that is more than half the battle, and being goddess
of a thumb is really not so bad. So now I am happy,
my problems are solved, and why shouldn’t I be proud

and damp.) It seemed positively appalling to contemplate the stretch of afternoon ahead—five whole hours!
But yet, it was my duty, and I forcibly called to mind

what someone said about “life being a discipline.”
The Children’s Room is a nice place when the sun

is shining. The low ceiling (with the steam pipes
forming such an artistic network), the cream colored
walls (with dirty smudges here and there), the pictures of Alladin, Sleeping Beauty, Snow White, and all
those celebrities around the room (which really aren’t

half bad)—I took them all in, and felt again that little
twinge of wonderment that I was suddenly old enough
to be working here—to be one of those people who had
helped me find books when, in my younger days, I
came in search of adventure to be found beneath the

cover of a book.
The afternoon passed, as has every afternoon—no
matter how endless you thought it was going to be.

And it was a nice afternoon. Spring always makes me
feel benign, and I don’t mind clamorous children

smelling of licorice and malted-milk suckers asking for
“a word-picture of the Grand Canyon,” or “sompin’

about Indyans.” They seem to bring a bit of Spring
inside with them in their eager, usually dirty, faces.

But I greeted 5:30 nonetheless enthusiastically, and
twenty-nine minutes of six, or 28 minutes of six at the
latest, saw the juvenile department snugly closed down
for the night and its staff sailing out of the library into
the evening air much faster than they had entered
hours before.

Don’t misunderstand me—I really like working there
a great deal. It’s just Spring that exerts this bad
influence.
—Sytvia Scorr.

of this new feather in my cap?
—Dorotuy Daum.
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Book Reviews
WHEN THE SORGHUM WAS HIGH
By Joun J. ConsIDINE

a desire to stand outside of a swirling humanity, with
a realization of the value of life dedicated to a true
cause. Philanthropy and humanitarianism appear as

Longmans

soap bubbles floating in the sunlight, forever bursting.
Father Donovan led a painful life, but it was made

simple, and joyful because it was based ona solid love
“When the Sorghum Was High” comes to a biography-crazed public as a soothing ointment, unique in

its constituent parts, its application and effects; beautiful in its simplicity. In this book all the facts are completely subordinated to the attitude which the author
wishes to convey. There are no criss-crossing of lives,
each leaving its dim shadow for good or evil upon the
other; there are no chronological discussions or philo-

sophical arguments; there are no thundering paradoxes,

of man and God, and his reward, which he surely
merited, was a return of that love.

“When the Sorghum Was High” is not a long book.
It has no intricacies or plots to catch the imagination,
but it is capable of holding interest. And when you
think that the world is blue, and that troubles hang
heavy, pick up this simple book and read—and perhaps

you will find peace “when the sorghum was high.”

to confuse the reader. Simplicity is the outstanding

feature, and without this characteristic the story of

—Louvuis STOLSEK.

en

Father Donovan could never be told, at least not

effectively. Father Donovan was not a politician, a
shaper and a breaker of worlds; he was not a discoverer
and a maker of maps; he was not distinguished by

PROSE AND POETRY

medals or honors; he was just an over-grown Irish lad
from a suburb of Pittsburg, who, moved by God’s
grace, became a “Fool” for Christ’s sake.

Catholic Edition, edited by Julian Maline, S.J., and

William J. McGucken, S.J.
L. W. Singer Company

This biography is not meant to be an exhaustive

study, but rather an inspirational outlook on life. Con-

Many of the students in education at the University

sidine gives us a few facts, and he does this with re-

of Dayton will be teaching in high schools in a few

luctance, fearing that we might lose the underlying
attitude, the spirit of self-sacrifice. All the details are

years, and the Exponent has quite a circulation in the

simple and common enough, for they could be told of

all missionaries. In their youth they give themselves to
study, placing their spiritual and material welfare in
the hands of religious superiors, consecrating themselves to God. Then, too, all missionary activities entail

Catholic high schools of Ohio and the surrounding
states. Because of these two facts we wish to bring to
the attention of those of our readers who are interested
in high school English a series of books for the four
years of high school. The series is called “Prose and
Poetry.” Here are the titles for the four years: first

hardships, as well as insight into the spiritual wells
of God’s goodness, and justice. ‘Then why this book?

year, “Prose and Poetry for Enjoyment’; second year,

The answer is simple, Father Donovan was not only a
missionary, a close friend of God, a continual joy to his
flock and to his fellow-laborers; he was not only a

and Poetry of America”; and fourth year, “Prose and

missionary but he was also a martyr, a “seed of
Christians.”

“Prose and Poetry for Appreciation”; third year, “Prose
Poetry of England.” The publisher is the L. W. Singer

Company, 249-257 West Erie Boulevard, Syracuse,
N. Y. The Catholic edition is edited by two Jesuits
Fathers, Father Julian J. Maline and Father William
J. McGucken.

When reading “When the Sorghum Was High” one
is Overcome with a peacefulness of soul and body, with
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The plan of the four volumes is quite similar. The

selections are arranged under short story, biography,
poetry, the essay, drama and the novel, with a slight
variation in the different volumes. The novels printed
in the series are: “Ivanhoe,” first year, “Silas Marner,”
second year, “The House of Seven Gables,” third year,

and “A Tale of Two Cities,” fourth year. Introductory
chapters, biographical sketches, questions on the readings, and reading lists make the series very serviceable
in our high schools. The purpose of the Catholic
edition is “To give Catholic authors their rightful
place in literature for high school students.” Some of
the Catholic authors included are Patmore, Belloc,

Chesterton, Alice Meynell, Monsignor Sheen, Francis

Thompson, Cardinal Newman, Father Daly, and
Father Martindale.

—FRank Russet.
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COME WHAT MAY
By ArnoLtp Lunn
Little, Brown and Company

This book is more than a mere autobiography of one
who is distinguished in the sports world as a ski-ing
authority, and in the intellectual world as a foremost
apologist for Catholicism and scholastic philosophy.
While it does give in entertaining fashion Lunn’s
viewpoints and experiences in these matters, it has its
greatest merit in being an unbiased interpretation of

current world happenings. The reader cannot help
marveling at the keen powers of observation and insight that enabled the author to pierce through the
haze of complications that led up to World War II,
and to indicate with almost prophetic precision certain
events which have come to pass within the past few
months.
Early chapters of the book are devoted to accounts

of the author’s family background, of his birth in India
on April 18, 1888, of school days at Harrow and later

Versailles. Though British himself, he speaks of the
British as intensely militaristic in time of war, but
intensely pacifist in time of peace. “Once Peace had
been signed,” he says, “we adopted ‘Never again’ as a
national motto, and did everything in our power to

ensure that ‘Soon again’ should be our fate.” He calls
Stalin one of the most brilliant politicians that Europe
has ever konwn, and says that because of the atheism
of Stalin and Hitler, Christian civilization is today in
greater peril than when the Turks advanced to the
walls of Vienna. He sees this second world conflict as
the war by which Stalin hopes to bring Bolshevism to
the Rhine, but he cheers us by asserting that Christian
civilization has the material and spiritual resources to
meet such a challenge. He observes that a common

peril is drawing Christians together; that there is
already a revival of religion in Great Britain.

Although Lunn had previously expressed himself as
believing in the cause of Franco when he wrote
Spanish Rehearsal, his autobiography would be incomplete without an account of his personal observations
in the Spanish Civil War. His unbiased account in this
present volume not only gives a convincing picture of
all the circumstances surrounding that war, but also
helps us the better to understand the Spanish
personality.

Lunn speaks admiringly of Switzerland, where
“democracy still means the government of the people
by the people for the people.” He foresees this little
country as providing the ground-plan on which the
United States of Europe will be constructed.
As for England Lunn says in his final chapter, completed July 20, 1940, “Today the enemy holds the
coast-line from the Arctic Circle to The Spanish
frontier. The hopes of millions of the enslaved, in
Bohemia, Poland, Norway, Holland, Belgium, France,
Austria, and Germany, are centered on our island

at Oxford, of his acquiring a love for mountains and
winter sports, and of his marriage. From these early

fortress.” He states that what matters in this war is not
England’s past, but Europe’s future. Since Lunn does

chapters the reader learns of Lunn’s two chief ambitions: “to write, and to shape the development of
British ski-ing.” He learns, moreover, much of the
Lunn philosophy of life as he follows with interest
sketches on the growth of Liberalism and Distributism,

belief of one who speaks as an unbiased observer.

views of literary criticism, and attacks on such men as
H. G. Wells, Marx, Freud, the Huxleys, and others.
Even more interesting to the average reader will be

those chapters beginning with the eighth, for it is then
that Lunn turns to an interpretation of world affairs.

As an observer of the hard conditions in Germany in
1919, Lunn explains to those who cannot understand
why the German people ever supported Hitler, that

the Nazi movement did not surprise those who visited
Germany between the Armistice and the Treaty of

not hesitate to denounce England’s mistakes, we feel
this message is not sheer propaganda, but the certain

In his travels Lunn has met many of the world’s
outstanding figures of recent years. His autobiography
sparkles with minute biographies of them all. Perhaps
the best of these is that of King Albert of the Belgians.
In his picturization of world scenes, Lunn gives due

consideration to his four visits to the United States.
In his recital of events, Lunn delights with passages of

breath-taking description, and with anecdotes full of
subtle humor. In all, we find his autobiography is a

modern book that modern readers cannot fail to appreciate, and that students of current events will be
q

uoting

8

for years to some.
y

—KATHLEEN WHETRO.
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FATHER DeSMEET
By HELENE MARGARET
Farrar and Rinehart

Helene Margaret’s “Father DeSmeet” is the biography of this famous Jesuit missionary of the Northwest.

But, thank goodness, it isn’t stilted or even pietistical.

The characters have human flesh and human blood.
They are virile, and hagiographers could learn considerably from this book about how to make their histori-

cal characters live. For only too often have their books
made the saints seem like pure angels while we forget
that they were men. Not that they can be “de-canonized,” but we want to know that they were human beings. Helene Margaret has done this for Father De-

Smeet. And she did not have to imagine a false subplot. In her book we see Father DeSmeet as a very
human personality, who felt and acted as we feel and
act.

Beginning with his mission among the Potowatomis
in 1839, the author touches only the high points in her
subject’s life. But in so doing, she showsa very intimate
acquaintance with contemporary local history and
geography. This is noticeable throughout the book, but

it is particularly striking in her descriptions of the 1849
cholera plague in St. Louis.
Simultaneously with the story of his missionary
labors, Helene Margaret gives us a realistic picture of

the western pioneers. Neither they, nor the Indians are
portrayed as saints, but where evil exists the author is

not afraid to bring it into relief. One of the characters
accurately describes the missionary’s attempts to per-

suade the Indians to sign treaties with the faithless
government as “working with the government for the
Indians.” Father DeSmeet knew that the government
would not observe the treaties, but he also saw the

futility of Indian uprisings.

Helene Margaret has entered remarkably well into
Father DeSmeet’s character, and she has given us a

biography which is well worth anyone’s time.
—JosrpH KNEIRINGER.

Her characters
of the British
story, and the
thrilling. The

are not individualized but are typical
middle class. The action carries the
war scenes are especially dramatic and
book is outstanding because of the

author’s tolerance and understanding.

The story began in 1938 when Franz von Heiden
comes from Germany to visit his English cousins, the
Braithwaites, at their country home of Fernacres. Franz
has never met any of his mother’s family before. In

fact, although his visit appears to be a purely social
one, it really has a concealed purpose. His father, a high
Nazi official, has several things in mind in sending his
son to England. The trip has been arranged to give

Franz an opportunity of improving his English, which
will be invaluable in secret service work, and also to aid

him in getting an accurate account of the English

reaction to German policy. The young Franz is greeted
with the greatest warmth and kindness, and he loves
the peace and happiness that abides in his relatives’
friendly home. Gradually he begins to fit into this
new life and finds he has never before been so happy.
He gives credit for this feeling to the “English air.”
The English people are a source of amazement to
Franz. He had anticipated arguments and discussions

about Hitler and his regime and had prepared himself
accordingly. But, although he had told them of the
new order and the youth movement, there is never any
serious discussion of world affairs or German propa-

ganda. Consequently he has little to report to his
father. Her von Heiden is not satisfied with the way
his son is carrying out his mission and orders him home
immediately. Franz does not heed the command, for
when Hitler marched into Prague the admiration he

had for “der Fuehrer” was shattered and he was no
longer proud of being a German. He disappears for a

time and the Braithwaites finally discover that he has
been broadcasting for a secret German radio station
giving to the people anti-Nazi propaganda. After a
short time these broadcasts are discontinued and his

English friends realize that he is in grave danger, a

ate
THE
ENGLISH AIR
By Dororuy E. STEVENS

marked man. However he is smuggled out of Germany

Farrar and Rinehart

moved, he is brought back to Fernacres for a period of

A story of exceptional charm is this book, “The
English Air.” There have been many books written in

the last few years contrasting the ideals of English
democracy and German totalitarianism, but none of
these books have been more sincere and sympathetic

than this novel of the present war.
The author is well qualified to write such a book,
being a talented Englishwoman with a great love for

the “English way of life.” She has a delightful sense
of humor and her style is quiet, simple and effective.
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in a plane. In landing on English soil by parachute he
receives a fractured skull and hovers between life and
death for many weeks. As soon as he is able to be
convalescence. His love for his fatherland will not

permit him to fight for England against Germany, but
as Finland is more or less neutral ground he decides to

aid in her struggle for freedom, liberty and justice.
Before leaving he and his cousin, Wayne, become
engaged and plan that after the war they may return

to Germany. Franz is not sure that he wishes to do
this because “he has begun to wonder whether the
Germany enshrined in his heart has any existence save
in his imagination.”
8

—Mary SLEETER.

WE FIT EVERY MEMBER
OF THE FAMILY

JOHN B.

RODERER
SHOE STORES
807 Brown Street
812 Xenia Ave.
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In addition to the world-famous
Frigidaire Household Refrigerator
with the Meter-Miser, the Frigidaire Division of General Motors
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CHARLESR. BROWN, ().D.
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Practice limited to the eye

EH ouR” Mondays
Tune in THE TELEPHON
an d WSsPD
WTAM, WLW
at
7 P. M. over

THE OHIO BELLS

Telephone
AD-7562

1015 Brown St.
DAYTON, OHIO

ELLEN DREW
Chesterfield’s Girl of the Month
currently starring in Paramount's
“Reaching for the Sun.”

torWilder, Betterlaste
and Cooler Smoking
_ FIRST is the word for everything about
Chesterfields...from the right combination of the
world’s best cigarette tobaccos to the most modern
manufacturing methods. You will find in Chesterfield
everything you want in a cigarette.
More and more... Chesterfield is called
the smoker's ~ ha
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